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PERIODIC ORBITS OF «-BODY TYPE PROBLEMS:
THE FLXED PERIOD CASE

HASNA RIAHI

Abstract. This paper gives a proof of the existence and multiplicity of periodic

solutions to Hamiltonian systems of the form

(A) (miqi + §%-i(t,q) = 0

\q(t + T) = q(t), Vie».

where ?,• 6 If , I > 3 , 1 < / < n , q = (q{, ..., qn) and

v= £ yu(t,ii-9))

with V¡j(t, Ç) T-periodic in t and singular in S, at £ = 0 . Under additional

hypotheses on V , when (A) is posed as a variational problem, the corresponding

functional, / , is shown to have an unbounded sequence of critical values if the

singularity of V at 0 is strong enough. The critical points of / are classical

r-periodic solutions of (A). Then, assuming that / has only non-degenerate

critical points, up to translations, Morse type inequalities are proved and used

to show that the number of critical points with a fixed Morse index k grows

exponentially with k, at least when £ = 0,1 (mod I - 2). The proof is

based on the study of the critical points at infinity done by the author in a

previous paper and generalizes the topological arguments used by A. Bahn and

P. Rabinowitz in their study of the 3-body problem. It uses a recent result of

E. Fadell and S. Husseini on the homology of free loop spaces on configuration

spaces. The detailed proof is given for the 4-body problem then generalized to

the «-body problem.

■

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to prove the existence and multiplicity of periodic
solutions with fixed period to Hamiltonian systems of the form

ai) imiqi + %it,q) = 0
{     ' \q(t+T) = q(t), Vie»,

where q, . € & , £ > 3, 1 < i < n , q = iq{, ..., q„) and V : 9? x F„(5?/) —► SR.
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Here F„(3r/) denotes the n'h configuration space on 'St1

Fn(#) = {(q%, ..., q„) £ (#)7 qt ¿ q¡ if i # ;}.

Since the arguments used here are valid for any choice of w, > 0, I < i < n,
one can take m, = 1, 1 < i < n and write (1.1) as

(HS) fttS^jSrv   y \í(í + r) = í(o,

F is given by

= 0
ves.

(1.2) V= £ Vuit,qi-qj)
f.»

where for each /', y the function Fy is F-periodic in r and satisfies

(Fi)   *í;(í,£)er2(*x(R<-{0}),R),

(F2)   ^(i,{)<0,
(F3)  *y(i, £) — 0 and VMt, Ç) —♦ 0 as |£| — +oo,
(F4)   F¿,.(í,é) — _oo as Í—,0,
(F5) For all M > 0, there is an R > 0 such that |f| > R implies that

VíF7(í,£).£>M|VíF7(í,É)l,
(F6) There exists Efy eWl(3lxi&- {0}), R) such that C7/y(r,£) —» oo

as Í — 0 and -F„(*,í) > |Veüy(í, ¿)|2 .
Potentials having the following form

(1.3) V(a) = - ¿ -^

where q;; and /?,, are positive, satisfy (Fi)-(F5). Moreover (F6) is satisfied
if and only if /?,; > 2 for all i*, j. Hence the classical n-body problem, where
ßij = 11 I < i ¥" j <n, does not satisfy the strong force hypothesis iV6).

Once F > 0 is chosen, (HS) is posed as a variational problem in order to
find F-periodic solutions.

Let E = Wj-2iSt, (3r/)n) be equipped with the norm

\\4\\ = ifT\q\2dt+[q]2)?
Jo

where

1 rT
[q] = Yj   4(5)ds-

The functional corresponding to (HS) is

rT

/(?) = /  i\\q\2-Vit,q))dt.
>0

(F6) implies that if q G E and Iiq) < oo, then q e A„ where

A„ = {?€ £/ í,(í) # qs(t) for all i # j and í € [0, F]}.
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Critical points of / in A„ are then easily seen to be classical F-periodic solu-
tions of (HS). The main result is

Theorem 1. If V is autonomous and satisfies (V\) - (F6), then for each T > 0,
J possesses an unbounded sequence of critical values.

Since, in the proof, no explicit use is made of the fact that V is independent
of t, we also get the following result

Theorem 1'. Suppose V = F(i, q): R x F„(3^) —» R ¿J T-periodic in t and
satisfies (V\)-(V(,). Then the functional I has an unbounded sequence of critical
values which correspond to T-periodic solutions of (HS).

If one assumes that / has only non-degenerate critical points, modulo trans-
lations, then we also have the following theorem which shows that the number
of periodic orbits increases exponentially with the Morse index.

Theorem 2. Let V satisfy (F.) - (F6). Assume that if l\q) = 0 then miq) -
miq) = £ where miq) is the Morse index of q and miq) is the generalized

Morse index of q. Let Nk denote the number of critical points, q, of I such
that m(q) = k. Then,

if k is large enough and k = r(/ - 2) or k = r(/ - 2) + 1. Here, c„ is a positive

constant which depends on n and satisfies 0 < c„ < 1.

Different papers have dealt with n-body type problems under different con-
ditions. H. Poincaré [18] studied the 3-body problem in a very particular case

using the convergence of some series. A. Bahri and P. Rabinowitz studied 2-
body type problems in [5] and 3-body type problems in [6] under the same
conditions as the ones considered here. For 2-body type problems, we also re-
fer to the works by A. Ambrosetti and V. Coti-Zelati [1, 2], M. Degiovanni and
F. Giannoni [8], W. Gordon [11], C. Greco [12] and the references therein.
Concerning «-body type problems, V. Coti-Zelati studied the symmetrical case
( Vij(i) = Vjiit) or more generally, F(i + $) - q) - F(i, q)) in [7] and re-
cent work by P. Majer and S. Terracini [16, 17], using conditions similar to
the ones assumed here but slightly different at infinity, proves the existence of
an infinite number of solutions for the «-body problem with the strong force
hypothesis. It relies on a variant of Ljusternik-Schnirelman variational theory
and on a collision index related to the relative category.

The proof given here, uses the description given in [ 19] of the critical points
at infinity arising from the failure of the Palais-Smale condition and of the
topology of their unstable manifolds. It gives us a more complete account of the
solutions at least when the functional / is assumed to have only non-degenerate
critical points which, by [15] and [3, 4], can always be assumed to be the case
if we perturb the potential a little bit.

To prove Theorems 1, 1' and 2, we use the results of [19] where it was

proved that if we approximate / by a new functional / with non degenerate

critical points, then IM = {q € E / Iiq) < M} has the same homology as

F1 \JDm UT>m where DM is the union of the unstable manifolds of all classical

critical points of 7 in IM - Ie' and D^ is a similar set for the critical points
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at infinity. In Section 2, taking n = 4 and arguing by contradiction, / is shown

to have an unbounded sequence of critical values. Indeed, if the set of critical
values of I were bounded then, for k large enough, the following inequality

would be true:

rank/Z^A^ < 4(rank///(._(/_1)(A3) + rankHdA^)) + ak + b

where a and b are positive constants. On the other hand, a recent result of
E. Fadell and S. Husseini [10], shows that the above inequality is false for k

large enough. This contradiction establishes the result for the 4-body problem.
In Section 3, assuming that / has only non-degenerate critical points, up to
translations, Morse type inequalities are proved for the 4-body problem. They
give us estimates on the number of critical points with a fixed Morse index k,
which is, then, seen to grow exponentially with k if k = 0, 1 (mod / - 2). In
Section 4, these results are generalized to the «-body problem for n > 4, using
the results of [19] and the following theorem of E. Fadell and S. Husseini [10]:

Theorem (E. Fadell and S. Husseini). If Y is a topological space, let ß(F) be
the free loop space of Y. Let X = {xs} denote a fixed set of mutually distinct

points in R^ and Xj = {x\, ..., Xj}. Then, using coefficients in Z2,

H.ÍK) = #.("(^ - X»-i)) ® H.(Û(«< - X„_2)) ® ... ® fl.(Q(R< - Xi)).

Since, by results of M. Vigué-Poinïer [20], E. Fadell and S. Husseini [10], it
is known that

rank/f^Q^ - Xj) ;Z2)¿0, only if k = 0, 1 (mod 1-2),

rank Hk(Q(& - Xj) ; Z2) < f for k = r(/ - 2) and k = r(l - 2) + 1

and

rank^(Q(Ri - Xj); Z2) >   .V ,,(1 - rj~*) for k = r(/ - 2)
r(r — l)

and k = r(l - 2) + 1,

this yields the results for the «-body problem associated with (HS) when the sin-
gularity of F at 0 satisfies the strong force hypothesis, (F6), which eliminates
collision orbits.

2.   Finding periodic orbits for the 4-body problem

Theorem 2.1. If V satisfies (Fi) - (F6), then for each T > 0, I possesses an
unbounded sequence of critical values.

Sketch of the proof. Suppose the set of critical values of I is bounded by a .

Let M > a. Let I be an approximating functional for I with non-degenerate

critical points defined as in [19] and let Z be the pseudogradient vector field

constructed for I in [19]. It was shown in [19], following [6], that if e¡ is small

enough, then / has no critical points under the level 2t\ and any trajectory
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qix) of

with <?(0) e F^"1"1 = IM+i which does not enter 7e> = /«' or does not converge

to a critical point of I has a limit. The set of such limits, %7, is called the set

of critical points at infinity of I. An unstable manifold is associated to each
critical point at infinity and the union of these unstable manifolds is denoted
by &m+\ ■ l^et &u+\ De tne union of the unstable manifolds of the critical

points of / in TM+X. Then, in [19] it was shown that ¿&m+i is an Euclidian
neighborhood retract (E.N.R.) of dimension m. The following sets were also
defined in [19]: W°° , a set with a piecewise smooth boundary which contains

/*' \j3ffî+x in its interior and 2^ = 1^(3Im+\) , an e-neighborhood of &m+\ ■

W°° is chosen so that Im+\ — Im+i retracts by deformation onto W°° u %
and W°° has the homotopy type of F' u 3rj£+l. The sets % and % n W°°
are absolute neighborhood retracts (A.N.R.'s) and their homologies vanish in

dimension larger than m + 1. Using these results, we will show that the Betti
numbers of W°° U 2^ in Z2 homology, hence the Betti numbers of A4, must

satisfy the following inequality, for k large enough

(2.1) raakflfriÀO < 4(rank/4_(/_i)(A3) + rank/?*(A3)) + ok + b

where a and b are positive constants.

On the other hand, by a result of S. Husseini and E. Fadell [10], for k
large enough, the Betti numbers of A in Z2 homology satisfy the following

inequality

(2.2) rank flit (A4) > /(Jfc) + gik) rankfl^(A3)

for any polynomials / and g.
This gives us a contradiction which establishes Theorem 2.1.

Detailed proof. First, we want some estimates for the generalized Morse indices

of the critical points of I in IM+X. If we suppose that the critical points of I
lie in Ia , then by [19] (Proposition 2.1), there exists a ¿(a) such that for any

critical point q of / in Ia , we have

inf \qiit)-qjit)\>öia).

'€[0,1]

Moreover, by [19] (Corollary 3.9), these critical points of / are uniformly

bounded by c(ej, a) in A, the quotient space of A = A4 by the translations
of R*. For any such q and any <p € E,

(2.3) I"iq)i<p, <p) = fm2 - £ Vijiqi - *,)(?,- - 9jU9i - fj)]
i*J

The generalized Morse index of q is the dimension of the subspace of E on
which I"iq) is non-positive definite. The form of /" and above remarks show
that the generalized Morse index of any critical point of I in Ia is bounded
above by a positive integer m = m(a). We showed, in [19] (Section 4), that
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||7 - 7||g>2 can be made as small as we want and critical points of I lie in a
small neighborhood of those of /. Hence, m is also an upper bound for the

generalized Morse index of any critical point of I. It can be shown that .SW+i
is an E.N.R. of dimension at most m . In the sequel, m is the dimension of

9>M+\
Now, we choose k such that

(2.4) k > maxim + 1, 51).

Let

{z}eA,(A,J2-2).

Then, {z} may be represented by a chain z having support in a compact set

KeA.
Choose M > a such that K c IM+X. Then, {z} can be interpreted as a

homology class in flt(/M+1, Z2) = HkiW°° u%,Z2).\jet

(2.5) 57 = T>u®£+l.

Note that &M+i = Bra . W°° has the homology of 57. Therefore,

(2.6) HniW°°) = H„i57).

Since Tt, T£C\W=° and W°° are closed A.N.R.'s, (2^, W°°) is an excisive
couple and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence holds:

(2 71

... —* H„iW°° n 2Ç) -^ HniW°°) e A„(2Ç) —♦ HniW°° U 2Ç)

-UHn-iCr^nK)—*....

If « > m , HniTT) = H„iW°° n 2Ç) = 0. Hence, for « > «î + 1,

(2.8) H„iW°° U JÇ) - fl„(^°°) = fl„(^).

Since fc>m+l,{z}6fl,(^).
Now, we recall the construction provided in [19] of the new systems of co-

ordinates near each critical point at infinity.
M being chosen as above, we choose c > 0 such that: in a neighborhood of

the classical critical points for the 3-body problem corresponding to the indices
ii, j, k), under the level M + 1, we have

\[q¡ - qj]\ < 4<?;   \[q¡ - qk]\ < -^c;   \[qj - qk]\ < -c,

all points on the unstable manifolds of the critical points for the 2-body problem
corresponding to the indices (/', j), between the levels Aet and M + 1, satisfy

\[q¡ - qj]\ <-¿c,

and all points on the unstable manifolds of the critical points for the 3-body
problem corresponding to the indices (/, j, k), between the levels fa  and
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M + 1, satisfy

1 1 1
\[q¡ - qj]\ < -jc or \[q¡ - qk]\ < -c or \[qj - qk]\ < -c.

Then, by [19] (Proposition 3.1), there exists an a(M + 1) > 0 such that if

(ii » ft) € A12 satisfies

(i) ft, q2 G F^+1,

(ii) t^=^<o<m+i),
then we have a new system of coordinates (Pi, P2) such that

/»to. ft) - j £ Wdt + i j(Wa+j » aft'- j^i ♦

by [19] (Proposition 3.2), there exists an a(c, Af + 1) > 0 such that if (ft, #2,
ft) € A123 satisfies

(i) ft,ft,fte/ff3+1,
(ii) |[ft-ft]|<c,

m mJ^Saic,M+l),
then we have a new system of coordinates (ft , ft, Q3) such that

1    /•!     . J

imiq\, ft, ft) = /«(ii, ft) + 2 /   l&l2^ + 1 1 [JQ     g.+5rjj7 '

by [19] (Proposition 3.5), there exists a <5(c, Af + 1) > 0 such that if q e A
satisfies

(i) q € IM+X ,

(ii)  |[ft-ft]|<C,

(i") 1+|te-Vip + 1+|[g4-ViP + h^F S *fr. *+¿).
then we have a new system of coordinates (ft , ft, R3, R4) such that

IiQ) = /i2(ft , ft) + \f IR3I2 ¿I + \ Jo |R4|2 ¿/

1 1 1

+ 1 + \[R3 - »fftja + 1 + |[R4 - ^]|2 + 1 + |[R4 - R3]|2 '

We choose ô(c, M +1) such that

<5(c,M+l)<- / (F13 + F23)

when ¡fe «»^^n > <*(c, ̂ + 1) and

¿(c,Af+l)<- / F34
Jo

when  lto-¿l|M^Q(M+1>-
Then ¿1 is chosen such that

1
0<(5, < ^(c,M+l).
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We then choose cx such that C\ > \Ja(c<lM+\) ̂» Cl - \Ja{M+\) 1 and

lift - âLjal]| < Ci when the coordinates (ft , ft, ß3) are not available or when

'"t"F - ^> anc* !^3 ~ i4-" - Cl wnen tne coordinates (F3, F4) are not

available or when  1+.,f'_f ,■; > 3ft •

Then, by [19] (Proposition 3.3), there exists a ßic, cx, M + I) > 0 such that

if 0 = (ft , ft» ft, ft) € A satisfies

(i) q G 7"+1 ,

(ii) lift -ft]|<c,
(in) |[ft - ai+aiji < C|,

(iv) T7^7^f^¥-ßic'Cl'M+l)'

then we have a new system of coordinates (ft , ft, ft, £4) such that

11   /*    • 2
/(«)=/mi«!, ft, ft) + 2 yo 1*1 *+Y7|-[S4 _ id^sp -

and by [19] (Proposition 3.4), there exists a y(c, C\, M + 1) > 0 such that if

q = (ft , ft, ft, ft) G A satisfies
(i)  9 G /"+1 ,

(ii) |[ft-ft]|<c,
(iii) |[ft - ft]| < Ci ,
(iv) U{[n+J ^^<yicc\,M+l),

then we have a new system of coordinates (ft , ft, F3, F4) such that

/(f) - /.2(ft , ft) + /34(F3 , F4) +  1 + |1Z^I_I^I|2-

In the sequel, we denote by ß = j8(c, Ci, M + 1), y = yic, c\, M + I) and
5 = ¿(c, M + 1). We choose /? and y such that

1 1
ß < -zô\   and   y < -Si.

We then choose ß\ and yi such that

ßx < -ß   and   yi < -y.

We choose all the constants in such a way that they stay valid under any per-
mutation of the indices and such that the transformations between the initial
coordinates and the new ones are diffeomorphisms (see [19] for details).

In the sequel, we denote by JFu°°(ft, ft, ft) the unstable manifold of the
critical set at infinity defined by

{(ft, ft, ft)} x {Sr g & / — ;^][? < Pl}

where (ft, ft, ft) G Kffk+X, the set of classical critical points under the level

M+l for the 3-body problem corresponding to the indices (1, j, k) and {/} =

{1, 2, 3, 4} - {/, j, k}, PF„°°((ft, ft) ; (Ft, Fr)) the unstable manifold of the
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critical set at infinity defined by

where (ft, ft) G K*j+X and (ffc, Fr) G #¿f+1, the sets of critical points under

the level M+l for the 2-body problems corresponding to the indices (i, j)

and (k,r), respectively, and such that /¿/(ft, ft) + IkriTk, Tr) < M + I, and
{k, r} = {1, 2, 3, 4} - {i, /}, WfiQi, ft) the unstable manifold of the criti-
cal set at infinity defined by

{(ft , ft)} X {iRk , Rs) G (R^)2 / -TTTTT- +-m

+ l + |R/!-Rî|2^l}

where (ft, ft) G Ä^f+1, the set of critical points under the level M+ 1 for the 2-

body problem corresponding to the indices (i, j) and {k, s} = {1, 2, 3, 4} —

{*,/}•
Note that the translational symmetry of I, and in particular of I,j, allows us

to define the variable [T^' - &5j&] G R^ independently of iq¡, ft) G Ay and

iTk, Tr) &Akr.
Then, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. c, C\ being chosen as above, on W^iQi, ft, ft) -intF', we have

|[ft - ft]| < \c and |[ft - *$L]\ < c, 0r

|[ft - ft]| < ic am* |[ft - «jfcj < c, or

|[ft - ft]| < Je ana" |[ft - ^]| < c,, am/
on JFu°°((ft, ft) ; (7*, Tr)) - intF', we have

|[ft - ft]| < \c and \[Tk - Tr]\ < cx or

\[Tk - Tr]\ < \c and |[ft - ft]| < c,.

Proof. By the choice of c, all points on the unstable manifolds along Zijk
(pseudogradient vector field constructed in [19], relying on [6], for the 3-body

problem corresponding to the indices (i, /, k)) of the classical critical points

of It jit between the levels t\ and M+l satisfy

lift - ft]| < 4C or |[ft - ft]| < -c or |[ft - ft]| < ^c.

This is possible since on IFu(ft, ft, ft) - hit 7*^ only one body can split away

from the others.
On W^iq,, qj, ft), by the choice of c, every trajectory starts in a neigh-

borhood where

11 1
|[ft - ft]| < 4C ,   |[ft - ft]| < -c and |[ft - ft]| < -c ,
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then, if ft goes away from (ft, ft) and enters the region where the coordinates

(?i > ft j Qk) are available, the flow of Zijk stays in the region where

1 _1_     .

i + |[Q*-^]|2 + i + |[^-^^]|2-  '

since otherwise we are in the region where the coordinates (ft, ft , Rk , Rr) are
available and

1 1 1 .

1 + \[Rk - fi+2i]|2 +  1 + \[Rr - ft+lt]p +  1 + \[Rk - Rr]\2 -    '

which defines another critical set at infinity. We also have

1 + \[Sr - ^±* ]|2

on W^iQi, ft , ft). But then,

i + |Ißfc _ saqp * * - * > 2*

and by the definition of ci,

lift-— ]|<c,.

Next, by the choice of c, all points on the unstable manifolds along Z,;
(pseudogradient vector field constructed in [19] for the 2-body problem corre-

sponding to the indices (z, j)) of the critical points of 7¡; between the levels
ei and M + 1 satisfy

1
\[qi - ft]| < -¿c.

Then, if ft and ft split away from each other and enter the region where the

coordinates iPk , F>) are available, the flow of Zkr stays in the region where

1 _1_     .

i + m - Pr]\2 +1 + |[ä±£ - «sun -
2 2

since otherwise we are in the region where the coordinates (ft, ft , Rk , Rr) are
available and

_1_ 1 1 .
1 + \[Rk _ fi+£¿J|2 +  1 + \[Rr _ ^]|2 +  1 4- \[Rk - Rr]\2  -    '•

We also have
1

i + Pj£ - ^]|2 -7l

on IF~((ft, ft) ; (^, Tr)). But then,

_1 > r _ 1*

1 + ltFfc-F,]!2 -   '     7l     21

and by the definition of c\,

|[ft~ft]|<Cl.     D
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Lemma 2.3. (1) There exists a C°° function /?'(ft , ft, ft) such that ¡/^eS*
satisfies (iv) of Proposition 3.3 in [19] with ß'(q\, ft, ft) then both systems of
coordinates given by Proposition 3.3 in [19] are available at (ft , ft, ft, ft).

(2) There exists a C°° function y'((ft , ft) ; (ft, ft)) such that if [&^ -
&±3i] satisfies (iv) of Proposition 3.4 /"« [19] wi'íA y'((ft,ft); (ft, ft)) then
both systems of coordinates given by Proposition 3.4 in [19] are available at

(ft > ft, ft, ft) •
(3) There exists a C°° function ¿"'(ft , ft) jmc« that if (ft, ft) G (R^)2 .saft's-

./zes (iii) of Proposition 3.5 /« [19] wif« S'iq^, ft) rAe« ooi« systems of coordinates
given by Proposition 3.5 in [19] are available at (ft , ft, ft, ft).

Moreover, we can choose £'(ft , ft, ft), /((ft , ft) ; (ft, ft)) ana" <5'(ft , ft)
sue« i«ar

£'(ft , ft, ft) = ß\ on (J fF„(ft , ft, ft) - int7j|3,

/((ft , ft) ; (ft, ft)) = ?i on

(2.9) (J (IFM(ft , ft) x Wuiih, ft)) - int(7,2 + 734)" ,

(53 ,_Í4)€*34

7u(íi,fe)+7j*(*,«»)<Jí+i

¿'(ft , ft) - ft on       (J      PF„(ft , ft) - intTfi

and

(2.10)

Aft . ft, ft) < M\-t(Vn + Vn);- j\vn + F23); -j\vu + F23)J

7i,ft);(ft,ft))<inf| '^34
L       JO ^0

Froo/ The proof is similar to the one given by Bahri-Rabinowitz [6] for the 3-
body problem. We recall it here. By [19] (Proposition 3.3), for any (ft , ft, ft)

G A123 and c(ft, ft) = |[ft -ft]|, Ci(ft,ft,ft) = |[ft - ^11, M =
7i23(ft , ft, ft) + 1 » there is a /?(2c, 2c 1, 2A7) for which the conclusions of
Proposition 3.3 in [19] are valid at (ft , ft, ft, ft) if ft G R* satisfies (iv) .

We take

ß'(2c, 2c,, 2M) < lß(2c, 2ci, 2M)

such that

ß'(2c,2cx,2M)<- ¡\vn + V2i)
Jo

on the set defined by \[q[ - q'2]\ < 2c and \[q^ - ^-]\ < 2c\.
We can permute the indices (1,2,3) and take the smallest of the 3 constants

provided this way.

In a neighborhood JF(?;>i.>?;) of (a{, q2,q3), we have 7123(ft , ft, ft) <

27,23(ft;, q'2, q'j , \[q¡ - ft]| < 2c(q¡, q'¡) and |[ft - ä£+Ü]| < 2c, (a,', 9;, q'h) for
any permutation (/', /, k) of the indices (1,2,3). This gives us a covering
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of A[23 which possesses a locally finite refinement Wm . Let ipm) be a smooth
partition of unity subordinate to Wm . Define

ß'(q\ , ft , ft) - 53 ß'mPmiqi , ft , ft)

where ß'm is the ß'(2c, 2c\, 2M) associated to some  ^?;,^,9p  suchthat

Then

ß\q\, qi, ft) < ß'w

where ß'w is the largest of the ß'm such that ¿>m(ft , ft, ft) ¿ 0. Since Propo-

sition 3.3 in [19] holds at (ft, ft, ft, ft) G A where q4 € ft1 satisfies (iv)
with ß'w, it holds a fortiori for a subclass of ft G R'  satisfying (iv) with

ß'iqi j ft, ft) and /?'(ft , ft, ft) satisfies (2.10) since ß'w does so.
In the same way, we define y'((ft , ft) ; (ft, ft)) and ¿'(ft , ft).
Now, Lemma 2.2 implies that we can take one of the neighborhoods Wm

large enough so that

(        (J        Wuiql,q2,q3)-intI{22)cWm

(<7, ,<72,<73)e*¡«3+'

and

(        (J PFu(ft,ft,ft)-int7f23)nIFm, = 0

for any m' ^ m. Then we take ß'm — ß\ for this neighborhood.
Doing the same thing for the other unstable manifolds at infinity will imply

(2.9).

Let

•^¡23 = {(ft , ft, ft, S4) G Ai23 x R77i23(ft , ft, ft) + n^ [¿55SJP < ei ;

T+-^qî^ip<^(9i^2,ft)}.

^,23 is a trivializable sphere bundle over 7[23 with fiber

F(ft , ft, ft) = {S4 G ft*/,,^ [«'*g^ij7 ^ inf(ei ~ 7l23(ft , ft, ft),

£'(ft , ft, ft))}-

Since, by [6], 7je23 has the homotopy type of a submanifold of (R^)3, we
have

(2.11) H„i^3;Z2) = 0

for « > 41.
Now, let

-*3;34 = {(«i ' ft , F3, F4) G A[2 x A34/7]2(ft , ft) + 734(F3, T4)

+ ni[i'w»' «'fHr -e'; ii|[7'^' spy - y'^il 'i2^ ' ^r3 ' r4^'

Let ^i2;34 be the fiber bundle over I\\ with fiber

F(ft , ft) = {(F3, F4) G À34/734(F3, F4) < e, - 7,2(ft , q2)} .
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-^i2.34 is a trivializable sphere bundle over ^5i2;34 with fiber

F(ft , ft, F3, F4) = {Q = [£$£ - SL+&] g RVîïferr < mf(e, - 7,2(ft , ft)

-734(F3,F4),/((ft,ft);(F3,F4)))}.

Since 7,2 and F(ft , ft) have the homotopy type of submanifolds of (R^)2,
we have

(2.12) H„i^le2\M;Z2) = 0

for « > U .
Finally, let

-*3 - {(ft , ft, R3, Ra) Ê A« x (5r/)2/7,2(ft , ft) + 1+|i?3'      ][2

j_1_|_1       . < r  •   _!_, 3 l
^ \ + \Rt-[il^2.\\2 "*  1 + |Ä3-Ä4|2   - Cl '    i + |Ä3_[2lpj|2 ">"  i + |/î4_(2l^2i]|2

+ i-H*3-*«l» - á'(í?1 ' í2)}-

^#12' is a trivializable bundle over I\2 with fiber

g(ft , ft) = {(R3, Ra) € (RO2/ ,+l^J[^1|2 + ,^-iiy„i + T+^P

< inf(e! - 712(ft , ft), ¿'(ft , ft))}.

G(ft > ft) fibers over

G'(ft , ft) = {*3 G R^/T-^-L¡?IF < inf(e, - 712(ft , ft), ¿'(ft , ft))}

with fiber

Gift, ft, R3) = {*4 g RVl+|Jt4_'[iLîa]|2 + ítí^tf

< inf(e, - 712(ft , ft), ¿'(ft , ft)) - — ¡„^1|t}.

Giq\, ft, R3) has the homotopy type of a sphere or the wedge of two spheres

in R^, depending on (ft , ft, R3). Hence,

(2.13) Hni^;Z2) = 012

for « > U - 1.
Next, let

^123 = {(ft , ft , ft , S4) G Ai23 X R71||3;   [¿ggqjj ^ ^<fl ' ^ . ft)} .

^12;34 = {(ft , ft, F3, F4) G Au X A34/1[|[yr41-^j7

</((ft,ft);(F3,F4))},

<fi2 = {(ft . ft, A3. A4) e A12 x (ttrV,+|Jt,J[flg1|2 + ,^-inyip

+ 1+I*,'-*«!' - ö'{qx ' qi)}
and

(2.14) a = 7e' U ( (J tf},-r) U (U/iy;«) U (|J¿0')-
i<j<r i<j i<j

Lemma 2.4.

57 ce

and {z} can be represented by a chain having support in &.
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Proof This is a result of Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3 and the structure of the un-

stable manifolds at infinity given by [19] (Theorem 5.1).

Therefore, {z} can be considered to be a homology class in Hki@; Z2).
We have

(2.15) ^;fînF'=^'.„,
¿f,7n7f> =.<}'.

Lemma 2.5. The only non-empty intersections between the sets Sijr, @ij,rs, @¡j

are
&\2;l     = ¿123 H ¿ia

= {(ft , ft, 03, 54) G A12 x iMfJ—Aj-p^ + 1+|54_[j,^^]|2

< ¿'(ft , ft) i  n|5^   r«'+^*]|" - ^'(?1 ' i2 ' í3)í '

<^12; 34     = ¿12; 34 H ¿12

= {(ft, ft, F3, F4) g A« x (R*)2/1+|^m|2 + 1+|f;.f3|i

< ¿'(ft, ft) ; 1+|^!.[a?,1|t < /((ft. ft) ; &, A))}

awo* f«e ones obtained by permutation of the indices.

Proof. It is enough to show that S\n n ¿i2;34 = 0.
On ai?* , we have i

^   Of/ \

i + Hä.-äü^jP^^ («••*• *)•
But

1 4-1[54 A±^]|2 =~¡0^a + V2a + F34)

and by (2.10)

Aft, ft, ft) <~ / (^13 + F23).
JO

Hence, on #i23, we have

- I (F14 + V2a + F34)   <- f (F13 + F23).
JO Jo

.1

On the other hand, on ¿i2;34, we have

1
</((ft,ft); (F3,F4)).1 + |[Zi+Zk _ 2l+22.]|2

But

and by (2.10)

/((ft,ft);(F3,F4))<-/ F34.
Jo

Hence, on df12;34, we have

- / (F13 + F14 + F23 + F24)   < - /  F34.
Jo Jo
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On ¿fi23 n S\2 ; 34, we must then have

.1

-2 f (F14 + F24) < 0
Jo

which is impossible by (V2).

3l\2;i fibers over A\2 with fiber

■^(ft , ft) = {(03, S4) g (R<)2/1+)^_}i1fr]), < ¿'(ft , ft); ll|r< ¡fepjp

< inf()8'(ft , ft, ft), ¿'(ft , ft) - — }T,^],,)}•

•^(ft , ft) fibers over the exterior of a ball with fiber also equal to the exterior
of a ball.

«^12-34 fibers over Aj2 with fiber

^'(ft, ft) = {(^3, Pa) € (tf îVtRjÎuîf < ¿'(9.. ft) i 1+|^^]p

< inf(y'((ft , ft) ; (F3, P4)), ¿'(ft , ft) - 1+|f3'_f4p)}-

-^"'(ft, ft) fibers over the exterior of a ball with fiber also equal to the
exterior of a ball.

Let

j/=   (J (¿yrUT*'),
¿<;<r

¿»-LMki.u/«'),

g? = (J(¿f;7u7ei),
«j

then

^ = j/uJ,ui'.

Lemma 2.5 implies that
j/náB = 7e',

^n^= (J (^,7;ru7e')

and

¿fnf = U(^;7;riu7£').

We can choose ¿'(ft, ft) such that the sets Sty,r - 7e' are disjoint and the sets

&2ij;rs - 7£' are disjoint.
Since HkiPl) = 0 for k > 41 + 1, we can show, using Mayer-Vietoris

sequences, that for k > 41 + 1,

(2.16) Hkisff\W)~ 0 Hk(&ij;rU7*)

and

(2.17) fllt(^nr) = 0fl¡k(^:„u7É').
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We can also show that for k > 4£ - 1 we have

(2.18) fl,(^i7;rn7£') = 0

and

(2.19) flt(^l7;„n7e') = 0.

Therefore, again using Mayer-Vietoris sequences, we can show that

(2.20) Hk(sfnW) = ßHk(Rij,r)
ij.r

and

(2.21 ) Hk (SB n f) = 0 Hk \Ri} ,rs).
i,j

We can check that the couple (stf , SB U W) is excisive and the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence holds:

.JSk(sf n?)^ Hk(sf) ® HkiSS u?)^ Hk(st u&uW)

-^Hk.x(sfr\V)^....

(7B, fê) is also an excisive couple. Hence, the following Mayer-Vietoris se-
quence holds:

...Hk(& nW)^ Hk(SB) e HkiW) —» Hki& uW)—* Hk-X(0 nW)—>....

We conclude that

rankHki3B U?)< rankfl^) + rankfl^f ) + rankflfc_,iSB n W)

and

rankfl"fe(JJr* u^P U W) < rankA^) + rank fl^ U W) + rankflt_,(j/ n W)
< rankfl*(si) + rank 77^) + rankfl^g')

+ rankfljfe_1(j/ nf) + rankA^,^ n f).

We can choose the functions jff(ft, ft, ft), y((ft, ft) ; (ft, ft)) and ¿(ft, ft)
such that the sets ¿¿7> - 7£| are disjoint, the sets ¿y;« - 7€| are disjoint and
the sets ¿)7 - 7f| are disjoint. Hence, using Mayer-Vietoris sequences, (2.11),
(2.12), (2.13), (2.15) and the fact that 74(7*') = 0 for k > 4£ + 1, we show
that, for k > max(5¿ , m + 1), we have

Hk(S/)=   0fl*(¿.7r),
i<j<r

fl,(^) = 0flfc(¿,7).

$ijr is a trivializable bundle over Ay, with fiber equal to the exterior of a
ball.

¿y ; rj is a trivializable bundle over A,7 x Ar5 with fiber equal to the exterior

of a ball.
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¿j7 is a trivializable bundle over A,7 with fiber 5(ft, ft) given by

s(ft,ft) = m,Rs) g (R*)2 / l+l^]|2 + ,+M,_;^]|2 + tW^f *

¿'(ft, «,)}.
5(ft, ft) is itself a trivializable bundle over the exterior of a ball with fiber

having the homotopy type of a sphere or the wedge of two spheres in R^.
Therefore,

(2.22) rank Afe(¿7>) = rankfl¿_(¿_1)(A;7>) + rankfl¿(A,7>),

TSskHk(dtij,ts) = rank Afc.^^A,-; x Ars) + rank A*(A/7 x Ars)

k-(i-\)

=   J2   «ak/r*-(/-i)-B(A/y) x rankfl„(A,7)
(2-23) „=0

k

+ ^2 rank Hk-n (A//) x rank fl„ (Ay),
"=°

(2.24)
ranlnHki^ij) < 2rankflA:_(2<_2)(A,7) + 3rankfl/t_(i_1)(A,7) + rankfl¿(A,7),

(2.25)
ranltHkiSêij-r) = rankflfc_(2£_2)(A,7) + 2rankfljt_(£_1)(A,7) + rankfl,<.(A,7),

(2.26)
rank Hk i^ij-rs) = rankflfc_(2¿_2)(A;7) + 2rankfl¿_(f_1)(A,7) + rankfl^A,;).

(2.22), (2.23), (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26) are independent of M. We conclude
that, for k > max(5¿ , m + 1), we have

(2.27)
rankflfc(A) < 4(rankfl/t_(i_1)(A123) + rankflA(A123))

+ StrankA^.^A^ x A34) + rankAA.(A12 x A34))

+ 6(2 rank flfc_(2<_2)(Ai2) + 3TankHkHe_l}iAl2) + rankHkiAi2))

+ 18(rankfl/t_,_(2i_2)(A,2)+ 2rankfli_1_(f_1)(Ai2)

+ rankflfc_,(Ai2)).

On the other hand, we have the following theorem of E. Fadell and S. Husseini

[10]:

Theorem (E. Fadell and S. Husseini). If X = {x„} denotes a fixed set of mutu-

ally distinct points in R* and Xj = {xi,..., Xj} then, using coefficients in Z2,
we have

(2.28)
H,iQFji&)) = H.(Q(& - X/-0) ® «.(OÍR' - Xf-2)) ® - • H.(Cl(& - *,))

where Fj(M&) denotes the j-th configuration space on R^ and OF is the space

of free loops on Y.
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Here, we have A = OF4(R*), A123 = OF3(R0 and Ai2 = OF2(#).  By
results of Vigué-Poirrier [20] and Fadell-Husseini [10], we have

rank fl^O^ - Xj) ;Z2)¿0 only if Ä: = 0, 1 (mod £-2),

rankfl^OtR* - Xj) ; Z2) < f for k = r(¿ - 2) and k = r(t - 2) + 1

and

rank Afe(0(R* - Xj) ; Z2) > j^T^ - tf"*)

By (2.28), we have

ir-iy

for k = ri£- 2) and k = r(£ - 2) + 1.

fl.(A12) = H.(a(&-Xi)),

fl.(A123) = 77.(0(9^ - X2)) 8 A,(A12)

and

fl»(A) = fl.(0(R^ - Z3)) <8> A.(A,23).

Hence,

rankAt(A12) < 1

and

rank At(Ai2 x A34) <k+ I.

If k = ri£ - 2) + 1, then

rankflt(A123) < 2'+2

and

rankAjt_(,_1)(A123)<2r+1.

We also have

rankflt(A)   = £*=orank An(0(R^ - X3)) x rank Afc_„(A123)
(2.29) ^rankA^OiR^-^))

t #n(l - »*"*)•

But (2.27) implies that

(2.30) rank At (A) < 32 x 2r + 8r(£ - 2)

for r large enough.
(2.29) and (2.30) imply that

(2.31) -rf-rril - r3-i) < 32 x r + %ri£ - 2)

and this is false for r large enough.
This contradiction establishes Theorem 2.1.
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3.   Generalized Morse inequalities for the 4-body problem

Let q be a critical point of 7. Let miq) be the Morse index of q, i.e.,
miq) is the maximal dimension of a subspace of FA^ on which 7" is negative

definite. Let miq) be the generalized Morse index of q, i.e., miq) is the
maximal dimension of a subspace of FA9 on which 7" is non-positive, miq) =
m(o)+ the nullity of 7". The translational symmetry of 7 implies that

m(q)-m(q)>t.

Let ßiciA) be the k'h Betti number of A and let Nk be the number of
critical points, q, of 7 such that miq) = k. Then, we have the following
theorem:

Theorem 3.1. Let V satisfy (F,) - (F6). Assume that if I'(q) = 0 then miq) -
miq) = £, i.e., I has only non-degenerate critical points, modulo translations.
Then, if k = r(/ - 2) or k = r(/ - 2) + 1, we have

Nk>ßkiA)-a2r>c-r^T-
r\r     i)

for k large enough, where a and c are positive constants and 0 < c < 1.

Proof. For a fixed k, there exists M > 0 such that any homology class {z} in
Hk (A) can be represented by a chain z having support in IM. This follows
from the fact that At (A) is finitely generated which is a consequence of the
result of E. Fadell and S. Husseini [10]. Let

(3.1) 37kM = {qzA/l'iq) = 0, Iiq)<Mand   miq) = k},

(3.2) J?k-X'M = {qeA/ l'iq) = 0, 7(a) <M and miq)<k-l}.

Let

(3.3) Ak=   (J   Wuiq)

and

(3.4) Bk.x=      (J      Wuiq).

By [19] (Theorem 5.1), the chain z with support in IM representing {z} g

At(A) may be represented as a chain in Hk(^°° u ^7¡iDM+i)) with DM+\ =

IU^+. wuiq) ■
The support of z is provided by a continuous map, which we can approx-

imate by a differentiable map, from the standard fc-simplex into IM . Hence,
using a transversality argument, we can assume that the support of z does not
meet the stable manifolds, Wsiq), of the critical points q with miq) > k.
Therefore, {z} may be represented as a chain in HkiW°° U 2£(¿tfc U Bk_{)).
Letting e —»0, {z} may be represented in Hk(%r°° UAkU Bk_i).

We can extend W°° to W°°, a neighborhood of 7e' U D°° where D°° is
the union of the unstable manifolds of all critical points at infinity.   Since
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3F°° n IM+X = W°° , each chain of fl*(A) may be represented as a chain of

Hki^~UAkUBk  >).
Then, we show that

(3.5) HkiW"°° U Ak\J Bk_i, W°° U Bk_x) = Z2N7

Indeed, Ak U Bk^\ fibers locally over Bk_x ( i.e., there exists a neighborhood
U of Bk..\ such that iAk U i^-i) n f7 is a fiber-bundle over i^-i. This fol-
lows from the fact that Wuiq) fibers locally over Wuiq') if Wsiq')f\ Wu(q) ¿ 0

which is a result proved by A. Bahri and P. Rabinowitz in [6] ( Proposition 7.24).

On the other hand, iAk - 37kM) u 3F°° U Bk_x is invariant under the pseudogra-

dient flow. This implies that iAk - 37kM) u W°° UBk_x has the homotopy type

of W°° U Bk_x since the decreasing flow will bring the complement of 37kM in
their unstable manifolds (Ak) to neighborhoods of the unstable manifolds of
critical points of Xk~x'M or into 7£| . Hence

^(y-u/itUÄM.^uft.,)

= HkiW-°°öAküBk_l,iAk-J7kM)öW-°°UBk_l).

By excision, we have

HkiW°°UAkUBk_x, iAk-J%kM)öW-°°öBk_l)

= HkiAk,Ak-J7kM)=Z2N7

Then (3.5) follows from (3.6) and (3.7).

Since any generator of flit (A) can be represented in HkiW°° u Ak U B*_t)
and this representation is injective, we have

(3.8) rankfl,(^°°uAU^_,)>^(A).

Hence, using the exact sequence for the pair iW°° U ,4*. U 5¿_,, W°° U Bk_{),
we get

(3.9) Nk > A(A) - rankfl,(^-°° UÄt.,).

Following the proof of A. Bahri and P. Rabinowitz [6] for the 3-body prob-
lem, we can show, using fibrations, a retraction argument and a Mayer-Vietoris
sequence, that

(3.10) rankflfcijr00 U£*_i) < rankfl^^00).

(3.10) together with (3.9) imply that

(3.11) Nk > Äk(A) - rankHk&r»).

Then, by similar arguments to those used in Section 2, if k is large enough,

we get

(3.12) rankfl*(^°°) < 4(rankflt_(/_1)(A123) + rankAt(A123)) +p(fe)

where /?(£) is a polynomial of degree 1 in k.
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If k = /•(/ - 2) or k = /•(/ - 2) + 1, then

(3.13) HkiW°°)<a2T

where a is a positive constant.
This implies that if k = r(/ - 2) or & = r(/ - 2) + 1, then

(3.14) Nk>ßkiA)-a2r>   , - ,. (1 - r3~*)-a2r > c ■
r(r-l)v ; -    r(r-l)

where c is a positive constant, 0 < c < Í.

4. Generalization to the «-body problem

In this section, n > 4 and

n

v=Y, viAt,Qi-<lj)

VJ

where the functions Vy satisfy (Fi)-(I^).

We consider the Hamiltonian system

(HS) [q + V'iq) = 0
{Hb> \qit + T) = qit), ViGR.

Posing (HS) as a variational problem, we look for critical points of the func-
tional

/(ft1 = / dlft2 - Via)) dt.
Jo    *•

The main result is:

Theorem 1. If V satisfies (F,) - (F6), then for each T > 0, 7 possesses an
unbounded sequence of critical values.

To prove Theorem 1, we assume that the set of critical points of 7 is bounded
by a. We choose M > a, then using the retraction result of [19], together with
appropriate Mayer-Vietoris sequences, we get the following inequality for k
large enough:

rankAA:(An) <      £     c(«!, ..., «r)rankflPl(An|)...rankflpr(A„r)

p¡+...+p,<k
n\+...+nr<n
2<n¡<n-\

where c(«i,..., nr) are positive constants. These constants take into account
the interaction between the different packs defining the critical points at infinity
and are given by the homology of sets having the homotopy type of a sphere or
a wedge of spheres in R^.

On the other hand, by a result of E. Fadell and S. Husseini [10], using coef-
ficients in Z2, we have

fl,(A„) = A.(0(Ri - XH-i)) 9 ... ® fl,(Ri - Xi)

where Xj = {xx, x2,..., Xj} and xr # xs for r ^ s.
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We also know by results of M. Vigué-Poirrier [20] and E. Fadell and S. Hus-
seini [10], that

rank Hk(0(& - Xj) ;Z2)¿0 only if k = 0, 1 (mod £-2),
rankflt(0(R* - Xj) ; Z2) < / for k = r(£ - 2) and k = r(£ - 2) + 1

and

rankAttOtR* - Xj); Z2) > jr^il - rj~i) for k = r(£ - 2) and k =
ri£-2)+l.
Hence, if the set of critical values of 7 is bounded then

rank Afc(A„) < /„(*:)(« -2)r if k = r(/ - 2) + í , 0 < s < I - 2 where f„ik)
is a polynomial in k with coefficients depending on n .

This gives us a contradiction, since

rankAfc(A„)   > rankAt(0(R^ - Xn.{))

* {n,~l}[(l-r(n-l)-t)
r(r - I)

for k = ri£- 2) and k - r(t - 2) + 1.
Finally, when 7 has only non-degenerate critical points, modulo translations,

i.e., miq)-miq) = £ for any critical point q where miq) is the Morse index of
q (number of negative eigenvalues of 7"(ft) counting multiplicities) and miq)
is the generalized Morse index of q (number of negative or zero eigenvalues of
/"(ft)), we can show using the retraction argument of [19] that, if Nk denotes
the number of critical points, q, of 7 with Morse index w(a) = k then

(n- IY
Nk > rankA,(A„) - fn(k)(n - 2)' > ^^rrfy

for k = r(¿ - 2) and k = r(£ - 2) + 1 if r is large enough. Here, c„ is a
positive constant which depends on « and satisfies 0 < cn < 1.

If V is autonomous, the requirement miq) - w(a) = £ cannot be satisfied.
Indeed, the resulting Sx invariance of 7 implies that critical points occur in
circles. Therefore, miq) - miq) > £ + 1 for any critical point q of 7.

In this case, following Bahri-Rabinowitz [6], we define Nk as the number of
critical circles of Morse index k, and assume that miq) - miq) = £ + 1 for
any critical point q of 7. Then,

for k = ril- 2) and k = r(i - 2) + 1,
To show this, 7 is perturbed slightly so that any circle of critical points is

broken up into two critical points, one minimum and one maximum of the
functional on the circle. Hence, one critical point has Morse index k and the
other has Morse index k + 1.
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